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ay night will be cold
a low in the mid 30s.
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tu dent.· /eaders ac·t
o oppose proposal
lob Glover and Pat Sheebey

ltudent leaders have completed
s for th�ir course of action against
IDinois Board of Higher Education
sal to eliminate state subsidies to
·ary enterprises.
lwciliary enterprises at Eastern are
IJniversity Union, the residence
and parts of the Lantz Building.
This proposal, which could raise
nt fees by $89 a year for three
, is strongly opposed by DanielE.
·

,

'n.

Julie Sullivan, Board of Governors
ent representative, said Wed
Y the auxiliary enterprises report
c false assumptions and ignored
cnt opinion.
The BHE has shifted its focus to
' te schoo ls and the auxiliary en
se proposal is part of this shift,
said.
"At this rate only the very rich are
g to be able to attend college,"
'van said.
lullivan also said, "I'm going to
gfield Nov. 10 to see Dan
ters, executive director of the
. I will express my position
'

·

·

· against the proposal.
"I will also present a letter from the
Residence Hall Association which
makes
serious
objection
to
the
proposal," she added.
The two major areas of the report to
which the RHA objects are the concept
and the effect of. the proposal if im
plemented.
"In the near future I plan to send a
letter of concern to Gov. (James)
Thompson's office e·ven though he is in
support of the plan. I couldn't believe
he came out supporting it. That was a
ridiculous move," Sullivan said.
Student body President Tom Holden
is also developing a plan of action.
Along with members of the Student
Senate Student Awareness Committee
and the senate, Holden will attend
meetings of the Illinois
Student
Association, a student lobbying group,
•and the Student Advisory Council on
Nov. 12 in Springfield to enlist their
support.
Several student leaders will attend
the Nov. 14 BHE meeting in Deerfield,
at which time the board will decide the
fate of the proposal.

an d i d at e s to spe ak
t forums o n Mo n d ay

Tom Thiede and Ron Searl

l:andidates

for election in the 22nd
essional District and the 53rd
'ct of the Illinois .
General
mbly have been invited to appear
a forum Monday atEastern.
The forum will be from 4 to 6 p.m.
the Physical Science Building Phipps
ure Hall and is co-sponsored by
ent government and the University
d.
Later that day, the same candidates
appear from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at the
leston H oliday Inn for a forum
nsored by Eastern's chapter of
American Federation of Teachers
the Mideastern Illinois Labor
ncil.
In
the
student
g overnment
ored forum, legislative cantes will speak at 4 p.m. and
·dates for county office will speak
6 p.m., Beth Arensman, forum co
d inator, said.

Candidates for Congress from the
22nd District who have been asked to
speak at both forums will include
Republican Dan Crane and Democrat.
Terry Bruce.
Invited
candidates
for
state
representative from the 53rd District
are Republicans Charles Campbell and
Jim Edgar and Democrats Larry
Stuffle and Neil Young.
For state senate in the same district,
Republican Max Coffey and Democrat'
Maurice Arbuckle have been invited to
both forums.
In
addition,
four
county-level
candidates will speak at the student
government forum.
.
They include Republican Paul Smith
and Democrat Chuck Lister, both
candidates for sheriff, and Republican
Bud Sanders and Democrat Floyd
Merritt, who are vying for a county
board seat.

Wrist action

Two foosball experts from the M&M distributing company (left to right), Joe
lllcCarthy and Al Blessing demonstrate trick-shot &kills on Taylor's new foos
table before a group of hall residents. (News photo by Bud Eastburn)

Students warned against
possible voting violations·.
by K.J. l'rlngle

Students who will be· in the county
Election Day but yote absentee might
be open to perjury charges, County
Oerk Jackie Bacon said Thursday.

Bacon said there has been a recent
rush in filing of absentee forms in
Precinct 16, a predominately student
precinct.
''I feel it's in the best interest of the
students that they don't vote absentee.
unless they are going to be away from
the county on Election Day," Bacon
said.
Bacon said persons have recently

distributed

absentee

forms

without

telling students the purpose of th.:
absentee ballot.
''A person may not vote absentee

unless he is going to be away from the
county, or is an election judge, an·
elected official or ill," Bacon said. .

Bacon added, "My biggest concern
is that students know what it is they
are signing and not make a mockery of
the absentee ballot's purpose."

Bacon said any student who com
pleted forms for an absentee ballot
may void the request at her office if he
is going to be able to vote on Election
Day.

harges still standing against football player
John Plevka

parges were not dropped Thursday
st an Eastern football player
·

ged with two counts of aggravated

ery.
freshman Barney Spates, a backup
ack and member of the specialty
, was charged Wednesday with
two Oass 3 felony counts in
ection with an incident at Carman
I earlier this week.

ates was allegedly involved in an
cation Tuesday evening in a lobby
Carman Hall, involving another
student, junior Russell S.

Assistant football coach Mike Shan
ahan told the Eastern News late

Wednesday night that charges against
Spates woui.d likely be dropped Thurs
.
d�.
However, Assistant Coles Couiity
State's Attorney James Dedman said
Thursday afternoon that "the charges
will absolutely not be dropped in this
case. We are handling it without any
·;preferential treatment whatsoever.''
Dedman said his office is initiating
an investigation into the possibility
that pressure was being applied on
Eastin to drop the case.
"H we uncover any evidence sup-

porting this, we will not hesitate to fi.le
obstruction of justice or conversation

with a witness charges," Dedman
said. Both charges are felonies.
One ofEastin's roommates, freshrmn

)oug Wroble, told the News Wednes
day that at least two calls concerning
the incident were made Tuesday and
Wednesday to Eastin's room.
Wroble said he and another room
mate thought the calls were from
football coaches who were trying to

persuade Eastin to drop the charges.
However, Shanahan said Thursday
that only one call was made by the
coachimz staff and that it wasn't an

effort 'i:o have the charges dropped.
"We just wanted the story of what
happened," Shanahan said.
The reported altercation Tuesday
·

stemmed from an apparent argument
betwe en Eastin and Spates after
Eastin tried to break up another
altercation between Spates and his
roommate, Dedman said.
Spates allegedly kicked Eastin in the
face in the course of the later scuffle,
Dedman added.
·

·

Spates is free on

$2,500 bond set by

the Circuit Court Judge Joseph Spitz.
A preliminary hearing in the case hat

been set for Monday.
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Me·rritt terms offer

News sliorts

from BOG,insufficie
Merritt said without the raile
tern might begin to lose many
good professors to other uni

by Rosalyn Johnson

Carter sign s tax cut bill

Floyd Merritt, president of the Eas
tern's chapter of the American Feder

MIAMI (AP)-President C arter, allaying fears he might veto the·
controversial tax cut bill, said Thursday he has decided to sign the $18. 7 bjllion
measure.

·

In announcing his plans, Carter asked a Democratic Party rally whether they
thought he should sign the measure.
Responding to cheers of approval, the president said, "I'll take your advice.
I've decided to sign the bill."

Economist receives Nobel
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)-American economist Herbert Simon won the
1978 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Science Monday for pioneering
research into the way complex organizations such as multinational companies
make their business decisions.
The 62-year-old professor at the Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
Pa., also was hailed by the Swedish Academy of Sciences for his broad research
in social science fields.
Simon, reached by telephone at his home in Pittsburgh, said he was "very

ation of Teachers, said Tuesday that
offering more money.
one percent catch-up raise offered to
Merritt said in recent yean
Eastern is insufficient.
has been an erosion of
The one-percent raise was offered to
Eastern when compared to
Eastern and four other schools by the
schools. He said during the Dile
Board of Governors to help meet , he has been here the faculty
raising inflation.
had a raise that keeps up
Merritt said in terms of · dollars,
inflation..
one-percent increase would be approx
However, he said, it will
imately from $13-28 a· month,.depend
additional five to ten percent
ing on the faculty member's present
equalize Eastern salaries with
salary.
comparable schools.
For the average faculty member the
Merritt said the AFT
one-percent raise could come to $20 a
one-percent recomnmdatilD ue
.
month, for a more experienced teacher
by the filinois Board of
·

·

·

$25-26 and for a new faculty member
$13 a month, he said.

cation and the General As
it's not a "sure thing."

surprised and pleased" a� the award.

One dies infighter crash
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)-One person was killed ·and at least one other injured
Thursday when an Air Force jet fighter crashed, just missing a junior high
school, at the edge of the downtown University of Arizona campus.
Police said the dead person was riding in a car that was hit by the plane and at
least one other person from that car was severely burned.
Police said the pilot, Air Force Capt. Frederick Ashier, bailed out of the
A-7-D Corsair as it passed over the university and parachuted to safety. He
suffered ':Ilinor injuries.

LIVI
llOOIOIBT

=====

l===
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·

Energy program unveiled
CHICAGO (AP)-Twenty-seven cities and eight urban counties will help
search for more efficient ways to use energy under a $878,000 federal grant
program unveiled Wednesday.
Chicago will manage the program, said William Peacock, under secretary of
the U.S. Energy Department.
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�
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KEYS MADE
AT WALGREENS

Open9-9;Mon.·Sot.
10-SSun.

ii.

ovember 7, 1978 e
-Hui man· Civic
University center
Tickets
sale Now

·10% OFF

When you buy any
three Walgreen
health or hauty

�-·

aidotcm\.

NOW THRU SUNDA ¥SALE!

.

PABST BLUE JIM BEAM
I RIBBON BEER
Quart 4 66
6 pack
1 29
12 oz. cans

c: -�-�
.

I

ExcllllMlr•

Full

....___........
..,.
._
_. ACAAeconll
_

Send Check or Money Order
only. Add soc service charge
per order. Make checks
payabl'e to: Hulman center
Ticket Office

Reg.

-

5.69

M�H Check and coupon to:
Hulman center
Ticket Office
Indiana st. Univ.
9th and Olerry
Terre Haute, Indiana 47809

WALGREENS
Ice Crea•
HALP·
GALLON

PACK
100
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stern to be included in area liquor survey
Larry Stoever, city planner and a . mer after a controversial liquor license
committee member. said students �1 classification was formed, has the
be :fairly well represented in the function of reviewing the current
number of surveys to be sent.
Charleston liquor or<Jinance and
Committee members stressed the making recommendations tO the city
importance that residents receiving council.
the questionnaire fill it out and return
The survey is a part of the reviewing
it as soon . as possible. The question process of the present liquor eo<Je.
naires will be mailed Fricj.ay or
Stoever said the committee is using
Monday, Stoever said.
two sources of facts to make their
The commission, formed last sum- _recommendatioJ;ls. One is the survev

Bennen

Darleston Liquor: Commission
Wednesday the commisllmdertaking a survey of the
of Charleston residents re
local liquor control.
Dawson, cha irman of the
, said the survey will be
mailed to a select number of
residents includin'? Eas-

·

AT twice

by Laura Rzepka

ts w ishing

·

·

Bob Gilbertson, owner of Bob's
Package Liquors and a committeeman,
said there are no set dates for making
recommendations to the city council.

Tentative plans for Easte.rn' s
budding chapter of Women In
Communications Inc. include
making a documentary and creating
an audio tour of Fox Ridge. State
Park for blind people.
WICI is a national organization of
women working in communicatior..
fields, and attempts to organize a
chapter here began_ recently.
·

Before Eastern will be recognized.
by the national hea4quarters, the
group needs at least five membeu
and the process will take two years,
chapter President Sue Leibforth
. said.
Leibforth said at a meeting
Tuesday one goal of WICI is to
familiarize all communications stu
dents on campds �ith the media
and their different areas of em-

ployment.
Sophomores, juniors, seniors,
and grad students . ·are eligible to
join WICI. Freshmen may join as
associate members, she said.
Students have to be 'enrolled in
one communications class at the
time of application. Approved·
nembers must be active in the
communications department, Leib
. forth said.

-----

:f:�����:s! ���=�:�i��

PAD terinis classes to start Monday

t

ent degree.

Any student who wants to improve
his tennis performance during the
off-season can begin to do so M.onday
when two Personal Advanced. Dev
elopment courses begin.
Tennis theory, which wa5 offered in
the first PAD session, is being offered
again with the first class beginning
Monday. Instructor Michael Cox has
added .-another
course,
tennis
technique, which will also begin
Monday.

tion materials for the test
GMAT Bulletin of information
·able loca lly from Robert
Blair Hall Room 208, or the
tenter on Seventh Street.
· s may also be obtained by
GMAT, Educational Testing
Box 966, Princeton, New

·

lar GMAT fee of $12.50
sent to the
and to as many as three
schools designated on the

tennis player and has been _doing
extensive research on tennis during
the past year.
Fees for the
_ se classes- are $6 each.
Registration for . one or both of the
five-week classe.s is Thursday, Friday

.

form.

late fee is , cltllf ged for
n forms recei� after the
-which is announced on the·

est to feature

and Monday at the housing office.
Classes are scheduled at 6 and 7 p.m.
beginning Monday in Lantz Building
Room 303.
Interested persons can contact Cox,
phone 345-9725, for more information.
·

Fat research planned

Anyone interested in losing weight
and saving money at the same time are
Tennis theory will teach the strategy needed for a research study now being
.and tactics used by the pros during a conducted at Eastern.
tennis match. Tennis technique will
A brief informational meetmg dis
emphasize the style required for cussing the program will be held at
accurate and powerful tennis shots, 7:30 p.m. Monday in Applied Arts and
Education Building Room 1 10.
Cox said recently.
Both of the_se classes are desigiied to
Mary Ruth Swope, dean of the
take any .level of player and improve ' School of Home Economics, said the
object of the study is to train people to
his tennis performance, Cox said.
Co7 is a seven-year professional deny themselves calories and save that

.a score report

·

The public will be notified and
invited to attend the public hearing in
the near future, he added.

Communication group to start project

tern to offer
to take the Grad
ement Admission Test will
two opportunities this year.
t test will be given Saturday
a.m. in the Physical Science
Room 332. The second test
'en Jan. 27.
OMAT is a test of academic
lesigned to estimate an
'
s promise to _·succeed in a

and the other is a public hearing the�
commission is planning to conduct.

·

money which would have been spent
on food.
For example, by cutting down 1,000
calories a day-which is estimated to
be S4.10 \YOrth of food-the persan
saves that atrtount.
The total saved can amount to
thousands of dollars per year, she
said.
Persons interested in the: program
but unable to attend may' contaci:
Swope at 581-3325.
·

·

izations nave signed up to

in the Homecoming spirit

contest coordinator Deb Ritter

··

ay.
to be judged are floats,
· n in the casino night and
s

, window painting, house
s, and attendance at Satur
ball game. ·
ations taking part in the
: Alpha Phi, Sigma Sigma
l:arman Hall, Alpha Gamma
a Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha,
l>elta, Sigma Chi, Sigma
and Delta Zeta.
·

coming BBQ
ed for Sunday
of the Homecoming activi
year the University Board
Events Committee is again
g a barbecue from 4 to 7 p.m.
the library quad.
e beef and potato chips will
for 75 cents, Chris Oden,
an of the Homecoming
Eve nts Committee, said

001------.1

·

'd a sound system will be set
quad to entertain the 400

pie.
be sold from 9 a.m. to 5
yin the Union lobby and at
lunday.

� -

·

25€ Busch Beer
4pm-6pm

·

·

·along

with our regul�r

Double Bubble

4 pm-8 pm

4
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Smith upset over coverage of sheriff's offic
ticle in the Charleston Times-Courier'

by Pat Slaeelaey,
that said he overlooked a drinking
Paul B. Smith, incumbent candidate
•

problem involving one of his employ-

for Coles County sheriff, complained
Monday night llt the College Republi
can's meeting ,;ibout the coverage his
office has be¢n receMng from the

daily to the

of the
treasurer's . office and respond to the
.

ees.

.
Smith served for 11 years as deputy
in Coles County and is vice president

Wood said he is "a newcomer to•

polities b u t I'll give the people
perso nal service.: I will con trib ute
responsibilities

Also at the meeting were Jim Wood,.

Charleston paper must stop." he said. county treasurer, and Bud Sanders,
Smith was referring to a recent ar- candidate for Coles County Board..

CONGRATULA.TIO

minor polic�· and a special education

A student adding

('Ourse and. two foreign language

a minor

CalloQ Qll��ithg

after

courses were approved Thursday by

reapply, and note the addition on his .

reapplication.

The council adopted the new non

recommendations.by an ad hoc com

mittee formed to examine ''what

4800.

Herb Lasky said.

Curriculum Committee of the School of

appear in the academic catalog, states

as dealing with problems in the field,

constitutes a minor," CAA chairman

In

Lasky said the new policy, which will

a

report

submitted

by

the

Education, the course was described

that a minor in other than teacher
be

tJe/l/li CRoQQe /l

Following the adoption of the non
teaching minor policy, the council
approved studies in special education

following

may

Jan CZKubtcki

having applied for graduation must

the Council on Academic Affairs.

.

TO OUR NEW ACTIVES

by Pam Olson
list his minor on his application for
A unh·ersit)·-wide non-teaching graduation.
.

certification programs

.

-

Policy and courses
pass CAA· approval

policy

out there they'll know I want the

·

an Eastern graduate and candidate for

have it. but these inaccuracies of the

minor

"I've covered two thirds of
ton on foot and I think if people

of the Illinois Sheriff's Association.

news media.
"The press is good. you've got to

te aching

qu estions and needs of th
payers," he added.

AND THE NEW PLEDGE

field-based activities, curriculum,

ob

guidance and evaluation.

tained by successfully completing a

J\Aallge COuntte

The course will be offered "upon

minimum of 18 semester hours.

demand" and a student must be of

At least six of those hours must be i.t,

junior or senior standing to take it,
Louis Grado of the education depart

courses numbered 3000 or above.

The courses must be in a discrete

tfell/li CJ'uctott

ment ·said.

discipline or in an interdisciplinary

Other courses ap�d by the CAJ

field which has been approved by the

were

university.

two

classes in

language department.

The policy stipulates that English

gandtra uUac3

the foreigL

Approved was .cadat teaching 3510

1001, 1002, health education 1200 and

and language laboratory and resource

speech communication 1310 may not

materials in foreign language instruc

be counted toward a minor, Lasky

tion.

added.

The catalog

A student who wants a minor to be

description

of

cadat

teaching will read: "observation and

entered on his perma�ent record mu_st

supervised micro-teaching in one of

the department's elementary pass-fail

Reading group
holds seminar
this Saturday

courses. French and Spanish teaching

majors and minors only."

TOOL SHED

"Children's Literature: The Core of

the Reading Apple" will be the topic of

the 14th annual conference of the East

Central-EIU Reading Council when it
meets Saturday.
James

D.

Walden,

professor

DISCO

of

education at Indiana University, will
speak at brunch -during the confer

ence, which will be held from 8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Union

addition Grand Ballroom.

Open 6:00pin to ·1:00 am

Walden is the author of several

articles and the editor of numerous
publications, the most recent of which

is "Oassroom Research in the Lan
guage," a 1978 publication of

the.

Association for Supervision and Cur
riculum Development.

7 Nights

a

week EVEN SUNDA ¥,
-

Fees for attending the conference

are $10 for members and

Sll for

non-members. For those not attending

the brunch the fee will be SS for

members and $6 for non-members.

For complete information call D�e

Take I 5 7 South t.o the First Effingham E
Then U.S. 45 So.uth One Mile
-

D. Downs or Earl Doughty at 581-5728.

For ille record

Park Hills
N. Rt. 45

The deadline for submitting resident

assistant applications to the Housing
Office is Nov. 30.

·

The deadline is not Nov. 5 as was

·reported in last week's Eastern News.
The News regrets the error.

Effingham, IL
Ph, 217-347-7111

D.j.'s This weekend:
Billy T. Kidd
Bob Payton
from WEI
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FS returnees gather for a re-orientation

been invited to the re-orientation children just as the students need host a similar state-wide etm·.-erltirn,
this year.
session Sunday which will deal with guidance.
:iuestions such ;s.; ··what problems
Last spring Eastern hosted the first
Rundle is the first ever to hold the
have you encountered since you came AA convention ever held m the United national office of Returnee
Repre·
States which featured a representative
back?''
.
sentative.
Rundle said that par.ents sometimes - from the AFS-AA national office in
need help adjusting to their returning New York. Plans are being made to

Hempstead

'cans Abroad returnees from
llownstate Illinois will meet for a
tation session in the University
-Sunday, AA adviser Albert
said Thursday.
;re-orientation meeting helps

C"�?h.�£:!:.�� Petitions available for student elections

liod of instability'' upon returning
llenefit from talking to former

�

by Beth Adams

Petitions for the Nov. 15 student
government election .will be available
at 8 a.m. Monday in the student
government office, located on the
second floor of the Union addition.
Petitions must be· returned by S p.m.
Nov. 3 .
Senate petitions will require 25 valid

.

llericans Abroad is a division of
lrican Field Service which sends
lrican high school students to
lip �untries, and brings foreign
llents to the United States to live
�an American family, Rundle said.
19stern has a very active AA
ipter which has hosted both
�tion se�ons for students a}?out
�to �other country and re-orien
• 1essions for returnees, he
...
lldents and their parents have

$175
PABST 6 PK • •• �. CANS
STROH'S t 6 OZ.

ltets

ueen

election

take place

day in lobby

IUICupenter

ldions for Homecoming queen
hshman attendant will be held
9 a.m. to S p.m. Friday in the
llStiy Union Lobby, Chris Hem
UB coronation committee chair
uid.
ldidates for Homecoming queen
lbeir sponsors are Cathy Ryan,
flmplex; Lisa Goeken, South
1 Judy Lakowski, Triad; Mary Jo
ch, Carman Hall; Karen Kalmar
l&ry Osten Panhellenic Council;
�ue Jeanes, A lpha. Phi; and
11 l!dwards, Kappa Alpha Psi.
for election for freshman atten
IDd their sponsors are Marshia
lie, LSD Complex; Cindy Yar
�. South Quad; Beth Hart, Triad;
r S ta ub, Delta Zeta; Teresa
ay, Carman Hall; Nancy Jones,
erton Hall; and Deneen Btad
lappa Alpha Psi, she said.
ldidates were nominated and
!d by their dorms or greek .
fr.ations. Queen candidates can
IJaomores, juniors or seniors,
en explained.
: mners will then 'reign over
ides for Homecoming," she
•

ice

building set

i 8otany

Gub will build a fence
llay at Rocky Branch. Those
should meet at 9 a.m. in Life
ce Building Room 309. Lunch will
"1ided and all are _welcome.

In addition to the executive offices,
16 Student Senate seats
. will be up for
grabs.
They are five Residence Hall District
seats, five At-Large District seats and
six Off-Campus District seats.
The election polls will be located in
the Union Ballroom and in the south
east corner hallway of Coleman Hall.
·

·WEEKEND
·SPECIALSI

oncert tickets
II available

are still available for the
11rd Ferguson concert to be held
� . N ov. 3 in Lantz Gym.
•Thursday the Union box office
1,109 tickets for a total of
JS.SO, Anita Craig, Vniversity
ladviser said.
mets will bl! sold up to the per1111ce date! and may be purchased
eUnion box office.. Record Cellar
kieston and Mr. Music in
D<>n. Tickets will be $3, $4, and
.
l

signaturo,;;s and executive office peti
tions will require 100 valid signatures,
Laura Funk, election committee co
chairperson, said.
The executive offices open this
election include student body pre�
dent, executive vice president, finan
cial vice president and the collective
bargaining representative, Funk said.

$7.00

·

PLUS

S 1.00 DEPOSIT

.

.

,

I Coupon good for one

!

I

PAUL
MASSON
EMERALD DRY

-$249

ARISTOCRAT
GIN

,$398

Q.t

seasons, the Browns wound up in first
place!

and actually coached the Yale football
team that year.
What was the coldest weather any

major football game was ever played
in?...lt's believed that the record was
set in the 1967 National Football
League playoff game between Green
Bay and Dallas which Green Bay won
24·17 ...At game time, it was 13

--------------�-----------------

750MML

Cleveland Browns from 1946 through
1955, and in EVERY one of those

all the practices and games for him,

EXPIRES OCT. 30, 1978

100 Proof

his team finished in first place!. .• The
man who set that unique record was
Otto Graham ...He quarterbacked the

practices or games...His wife went to

WHILE THEY LAST

$598

Here's
an
amazing
football
fact...There was once a quarterback
who played pro football for 10 years··

Walter Camp was ill one season in the
1880s . and was unable to attend

$ 3.:R

YUKON JACK

"Brought to ·you by Bob Gilbertson

Did you know a woman once
coached a major college football
team?...At Yale, their famous coach

t 2 Pk. OLD STYLE

BOB'S PACKAGE

You
Didn't
Know

and in each of the 10 years he played,

-�----- --------------------------

I

I Bet

345-4636

below zero with an icy 15·mile·an·
hour north wind which made the wind·
chill factor, according to the U.S.
weather bureau, equal to 49 below!

I bet you didn't know... Bob picks

Eastern 3� Wayne State 16.

SEBA STIAN I
WINES
8

$39

FULL HGL

Mix or Match

LAUDER'S
SCOTCH

$ 598 Q.T

86PROOF

WALKERS'SLOE
GIN $398
750MML

€

Friday,

........ .. ..

Oct. 27, 1978

Illinois AD Coleman reportedly on way out
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP)-A grou1 �th Gerberding Tuesday.
representing some of the top financia'
"I don't like to say it, but j
contributors to the University 01 personally feel we'll have a problem as
Illinois sports program will ask for the long as Coleman is director,'; said Bob
dismissal of athletic director Cecil Eisner, a Champaign insurance
Coleman, the Champaign News· executive and one of the top contri
Gazette reported Wednesday.
butors to the athletic program, both in
"These men have expressed grie· time and money. "The key to the
vances and I have agreed to meet with whole thing is the chancellor: The
them . ", said Chancellor William Ger- sooner he decides, the better it will be
herding of the Urbana-Champaign for the athletic program. The alumni in
campus. "As far as I'm concerned, his general an4 those most supportive of
tenure is not at issue at this time. . the program are extremely unhappy."
Coleman said he knew. of the
. although I- understand they want to
n."
meeting
with Gerberding, and under·
questio
that
ly
raise precise
T he four alumni, who represent stood that people with complaints
contributors to the grants-in-aid pro- would go to the chancellor.
gram from all over Illinois, are to meet .
"But I'm amazed that it has gone

Eastern soph Abd.o

·

·

Eastern sophomore Steve Abdo set
three new state records for 198 pound
class Saturday at the 1978 Illinois
Novice Weightlifting Championships
in Oakland.

·

The Eastern lifter, who works out IM swirr. deadline set
with the Charleston-Oakland Weight·
The . team entry deadline for . the
lifting Oub, was named best lifter ir. Intramural swimming relays for both
·the heavier classes.
men and women is Friday at 4:30 p.m.
A $10 forfeit fee is required with each
The Charleston-Oakland club won team entry for the meet, which will be
the team title, beating Sayre Park by held at Lantz Pool at 7 p.m. Thursday,
011e point.
Nov.2.
·

The intramural volleyball and co-re1
basketball team entry deadlines havf.
been extended to Thursday at 4:30
p.m. IM �Director David Du�r
announced.
All team managers should be aware
that a $20 forfeit fee is due with the
team roster.

All

Eastern

Illinois

University

University
residence.
halls)
are
required to live , in the university

residence halls. Students who acquire
the required
hours
or required
residency during the school year are

pennitted to select their place of
residence at the end of the semester
in which they attain their required

hours or residency.
Students who have lived

in the

Eastern Illinois University residence
halls for 4 semesters but who have
not yet attained junior standing (60
semester hours), are considered to
have met the freshman-sophomore
housing requirements (2 · summer
sessions of residency equals 1
semester residency).
Students who are married, live at
home with parents within a· 50-mile
radius of Charleston, veterans, 21
years of age or older are also exempt
from
the
Freshman-Sophomore
Housing Policy.

There are three exceptions to the
above which students may apply for.
The exceptions are medical, financial,
or psychological.
If you are thinking about moving off
campus spring samester, 1979,
please check your eligibility with Mary
M. Smith, Office of Student Housing,
581·3923. If you apply for either a
medical, financial, or psychological

exception, forms may be acquir�
from Mary M. Smith's office.
Students who do not meet any of
the above requirements are required
to live in the university residence
halls. Students who were not able to
move into the residence halls and who

were requested to seek off campus

Assistant Director of Housing
PLACEMENT SEMINARS
SO
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR
CARREA EMPLOYMENT!
AH seminars will be held in the
Martinsville Room of the University
Union
AND
JOB
I N T E R V I E WI N G
ALTERNATIVES
October 3o-Monday·9 a.m.

TEXTBOOK LIBRARY NOTES
Textbook
sales
for
the
Fall
Semester will end on October 27,
1978. Texts are sold at a discount
depending upon the number of times

Mutual Life Ins. co:
CAREER
S E MI N A R S - A L L
STUDENTS WE LCOME

October
30-lllinois
Power
Sullivan Room., Univ. Union-7:00
p.m.
November 1-COntinental Ill. Tele.
Co.-Shelbyville Rm., Univ. Union7-UARCO

p.m.
November 14-liberty Mutual Ins.
Co.-Shelbyville Rm., Univ. Union7:00 p.m.
November

1 5-Northwestern
Mutual Life-Shelbyville Rm., Univ.
Union-7:00 p.m.
James Knott, Director
Career Planning & Placement Center
PRE-REGISTRATION
CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION
Students who plan to work in full or
part time career-related positions

the sale.
Discarded texts will be available fnr

Cooperative Education Department.
To determine credit eligiblity, contact

sale prices ranging from $1.00 to
$. 1O throughout the semester.

the

Richard L. Sandefer
Manager, Textbook Library
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October

31-Hyster

Co.;

Ill.

Power Co.
November 1-Woolco.
- November 2-COOtinental Ill. Tele.
Co.; Spurgeon's; K·Mart Apparel;

during Spring Semester may register
for academic credit through the

Cooperative

Education

office,

581·2424.
Students
seeking
employment
related to their academic major or
career objective should contact the
Cooperative Education office for an
interview.
Leonard C. Wood, Director
Cooperative Education

Mutual Life Assur. Co. of Am.; Natural
Gas Pipelin11 Co.·

DROP DEADLINE
The last day to drop a class and
receive an automatic "W" for the class
Is MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1978,
4:30 P.M.
Michael D. Taylor

November
9-!>eat,
Marwick,
Mitchell & Co.; Burroughs Corp.
November 14- Price Waterhouse.

D�ector,Registration
SENIORS
GRAD COURSES

November 15-Uberty Mutual Ins.;

Any senior intending to enroll in

Samuel Music Co.
November 6-K·Mart Corp.
November
8-U ARCO:

State

Make it a habit to pat
News advertisers fiJ!t._

nefp onng you your
for pennies a day.

courses

numbered

from

5000

to

5499 for spring semester must fill out
a permission form obtained from the
Graduate
Dean's
Office.
The
regulations governing this option can
be found in the Graduate Catalog.
Seniors may not enroll in courses
numbered 5500 and above.

Larry J. Williams, Acting Dean
Graduate School & Extended Degree
Programs

lncorp.

that the text has been checked out.
Students who wish to purchase a text
which is checked out to them must
bring the text with them at the time of

the pages of the Eastem

each day for the best bu

Official Notices are paid for through the Office of
University Relations. Questions concerning notices
should be directed to that office.

Shelbyville Rm., Univ. Union-7:00

October 31-Tuesday·10 a.m.
November 1-Wednesday-1 p.m.
November 9-Thursday-2 p.m.
November 1O-Friday-3 p.m.
·Robert E. Jones, Asst. Director
Career Planning & Placement Center

The wise consumer ch

The Intramural trapshooting finals
wer� postponed on Tuesday due to
rain. The final round , will be held
Monday at 3 p.m.

Citizen's National Bank
November
1 6-Northwestern

7:30 p.m.
November

·

IM trapshooting
reset for Monday

Official Notices
housing are exempt from the above
spring and summer semesters, 1979.
Mary M. Smith

The Rugby Qub will take their
. record into the last home game of
season Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Evansville on the rugby field south
Monier Field.
"Last game we really played wel,
said club member Tom Raguse
ring to the team's 10-4 win
Springfield last weekend.
Ev ansville will undoubte dl
looking for revenge after last
15-0 pounding at the hands of

IM deadlines ser

Badminton meet set

The Intramural badminton tourn
ament will be contested at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday on the ·North Deck at Lantz
Abdo won the 198 lb. gold medal Gym. Single elimination tournament
with a 270 pound snatch and a 319 1/2 for both men and women will be held.
pound clean and jerk for a 589 1/2 Individuals may enter on the spot
pound total, breaking an almost 20- before that time, Intramural Director
David Dutter announced.
year-old novice record.

students classified as freshmen and
sophomores (less than 60 semester
hours of credit or 4 semesters
residency in the Eastern · Illinois

Hu.gbyClub
hosts Evansvill

Sports shorts

sets 3 lifting records

FRESHMAN-SOPHOMORE
HOUSING POLICY

the new ticket policy, forcing long
season ticket holders to donate men
money or give up some of tbS
preferred seats, was not phased ie
gradual.ly.
"With the information we have
present, I don't see how Coleman
stay on," said a former Illinois footbll
star and major financial contributor
the program. "If he does, the gr
in-aid program could collapse."
Ralph Hahn, a member of the
Board of Trustees, said he did
believe Gerberding would be
into making a change just b
some alumni threatened to stop
nating money to the athletic progrm

this far,'' said Coleman..
Howard Humphrey of Springfield
told Gerberding that he had met with
20 concerned alumni, who were from 8
of the 10 grants-in-aid districts in thu
state. He said 17 favored Coleman's
firing, and two expressed negative
feelings about Coleman.
Willard Thomson of Galva said he
was the only one who spoke in favor of
Coleman. He called it "a loaded
meeting," attended by people who did
not like the athletic director .
Humphrey told Gerberding that the
alumni were unhappy because Cole
man would not listen to their views and
had lost his credibility; the athletic
program lacked public relations; and
·

STUDENT TEACHING
All

students

SPRING
planning to

Student

Teach Spring Semester 1979 are
reminded of pre-student teaching
meetings with coordinators at 1 :00
P.M. on Friday, November 10. Room
assignments, according to major, are
as follows: (Business Education Major
meet0ctober 31 at 2:00 P.M.)
Art-Oakland Room, Union
ASEP/ESEP-Buzzard Ed. Building
215 (Bring Module 401)
Business-Kansas Room, Union
Chemistry/Physics-Physicai
Sci·
ence Bldg. 409

Elementary/Jr. High/Special Ed.

Old Ballroom, Union�

EngHsh-Coleman Hall 339D

Foreign
106

Language-Coleman

Hall

Health-Lantz 165
Home Economics-AAEC 110
Industrial Arts-AAEC 217
Life Science-Life Science

Bldg.

226
Math-Arranged
Music·lnstrumentaJ-'..Sullivan Room,
Union
Music·Vocal-Neoga Room, Union
PE·Men's-lantz Club Room
·
PE-Women's-Lantz 303
Psychology-Physical
Science
Bldg. 115A

Social

Science/History-Coleman

Hau 225
"

... .

Friday , Oct_. 27 , 1 9 7 8

ifieds

Pho . 345-63 1 1

1 1 1 2 Divis ion

THIS SUNDAY (OCTOBER 29) AT THE

Copy X
Fastprint Copy Center

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY CENTER (UCM)
2202 S. Fourth St. (Across from Lawson Hall)

Supper ($ . 50 plus drink) Fellowshi p Group
Meets 5 : 30- 7 : 00 p . m .

1 5 o/0

Discount on Offset Copies
for Student Elections

FAST AND

CLEAN

8:30-5:30 M-F
8:30-12:00 p.m.

Dr. Richard Rogers will lead a discussion on the topic
"Outside the Mainline Denominations: A Discussion of the
Unitarian!Universalist Religion"

Program:

TYPING AVAILABLE

All E . l . U . students are invited!

1F_ NEEDED

Sat.

Classified Ads

31

•hisers

Blind Shetley Flatbush and the
Seeing Dogs are in the new room of B·
J's Junction tonight at 10:00. They
are Shelly (guitar), Gary "Mad Dog"
Hicks (harmonica), Mike "Bad Dog"
Warfel (bass), and Little Frankie

Vote Marcia Drabbe for freshman
attendant.

-..;....-�-�----'--�0 1

time construction labourers
. From 9 a.m.·3 p.m. CaH

several apartments that need male
and female roommates for spring.

----���
a..�-27

----�0
----0

Sublease-2 bedroom apt.

$186

3123.
Apartments:

Regency

We

have

1 92.

345-9105.

time maid-weekends. $2.65
, Apply in person. College I n n
. 4 1 5 Lincoln, Charleston .

A'partments: Two room furn ished,
three room par tly furnished. Man.
345-4846 .
27

For Sal e

Wanted

Chemistry

of

Handbook

and

Physics, 56th edition. $8.00 217 ·
348-8267.

--------��1

1970 Fiat Coupe runs well, 2 new

tires, deal at $250. 345-3158, Mark.

: Garage to rent for one car,
close to north or west side
us. 581·3464.

111-�---���---" 7

ride to Chicago northwest
(Niles, Glenview, Mcirton
•ea) on Nov. 3 and return on
5. Cail 581-2277.

�----�
----�03
desperately needs ride to
wea, October . 27. Will help
expense. Please call 345·
·
. Judi

ncy
e
oom

Apartments:

Female

2
share
to
needed
a p a r t i:n e n t -s p r i n g

. Phone Annette 348-0640.
-..�-���---- 02
er & bass needed by two

, to practice. 345·9287.

---�� 1
����-0
Homecoming
RYAN,

...;· 2 1

_
_
_
_
_
_

could

have

been

your

ad. To . find out how, call
1 2 by noon the day before the

ID be l'Jn.

--��0
-�--�-�-3
For sale: · Brand new, Schwinn
New
speed.
1O
II
Continental
generator, must sell, make offer. 345·

---�----�--'-�·09

Pioneer SA-8500 60 watt/channel,
TX-2500 tuner like new $400. 345·
9182.

air
including
trailer
Furnished
conditionii:ig and new washer and
dryer. Set up with Tie downs and
underpinnings. Good condition. Price
to sell at $4500. Call 348-8779 after
5 p.m.

tonight.

---�- 7
��-2

Go Big Blue Football-beat Wayne
State! Sack 'em Pete!
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_.. 7
BIRTHDAY
BELATED
HAPPY
SOROR RUBY FLAGG. SISTERLY,
SORORS OF ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
SORORITY,
CHAPTER.

INC.

ETA

GAMMA

-�----�-�---- 1

WANNA SET YOUR FEET A'
DANCING? Come to a celebration!
Sunday, 10:30 a.m. Charleston
Union.. Christian
Room,
Mattoon
Collegiate Fellowship.

-�--�----�....:..-' 1

Typist available. Call Evelyn at 345·
6831.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHIPPEE ''T"

MAY YOUR DAY BE AS JOYFUL AS .
4·23-78. S.S.E.E.F.F.

-�----�-�---"' 1

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
·

30

Still available: 1968 Plymouth, motor excellent. Very reliable au tomo
bile. 345-9347.

"":"::==z:=--::::=:::::;:;
=====:::30
:
-

-: .

·

Announcements

_..7

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SOROR MAR\
BURROUGHS. MAY YOUR DAY BE

-.-�-�----�-�-7
Exi:>erlenced typist will do any
typing, fast, efficient, reasonable.

mwf 30
Mom and Mike-BANG-Thanks for

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

great weekend. All my love, Bette.
�
-.--"'
.1
.

Do you tire easily or feet run down?
Get energy now! A nutritional program
tor increasing energy.. Contact LeBlie,
348-8456.
Roe's Regular Card Holders; 4
o'clock club Friday. New room:lownstairs.
Excellent typist available for all
t}'ping duties. Reasonable rates. After
5, call 345· 7206.

'ZDJK, rM �70 EE 8UR

I

INC, ETA GAMMA CHAPTER.
��--��--���--- 7
Slender NOW-it can happen to
you, trim off excess pounds and
inches. Safe, easy and effective.
Contact Leslie, 348-8456.

---� 7
--2

. Good luck Mary-Jo Kovach for
Homecoming Queen candidate. 9th

-��-��-����_. 7

floor Carman backs you all the way.
You're the best.

October
Ryan,
Cathy
Homecoming Queen!

-�--�-�--�---" l

Opportun i ty to a l l quallflec:t fe
males. A chance to travel to Florida
for 1 wk free! Call 348-8093 to apply.
�-��� 27
Parlor Bazaa r , begins Fri. Oct. 27,
12:00 noon to' 8:00 p.m. sat. and Sun
10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. A l l hand made
gift Items. 948 6th.

�ackage Liquor. 345-4636.
Haman is coming! Don't miss him!
Birthright
1regnancy

listens,
tests.

free

gives

3:00·

Mon.-Fri.

7.:00. 348-8551 .

--------�--Oo

Thanks for joining EPP Cheryl and
J u lie; you won ' t regret l t l l We're sti l l
looking for members. C a l l 3287 o r
5855.

Stereo Mary: Let's tie one on for
your big 19th. (Don't forget to get
some swampwater). J.P.
Happy · Birthday to my
who is finally 18!

Sherri,

roomie,
Have a

isn't Complete, Unless You Knock Off
my Socks During a Memorable Feat!
37 93.

'-'7
--'
�
-

girl,

----�-� 7
-��-2

When you think of kegs and
package liquor. . .think of Bob's

To any Devilish Fox: Trick or Treat

IENIN6 't(JJ /JlfTH MYstNC
PRfJIJIB15, 81/T YOU'il& THI:
ONLY � I "1DIJI II/HO'S
l/Fe..

THE BRIGHTEST AND THE MOST
ENJOYED. SISTERLY, SORORS OF
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY

a�a11is coming! Oon't miss him!

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
·

·

27
·
Protect your right to choose. We

need your help. National Abortion
Rights Action League. Call 345·
9285.

---��� 2
-�---0

Winterize your car nowl Tune up
and anti-freeze $15 plus parts. On
campus. Call 581-2225 or 581-2715. ·

����1���__..

·
To the Pike living in Lancaster 22-

Lost and Fou nd

Give in baby,' let's talk-<:all me. Love
and kisses-your "Lady Love."

---�
----·21
Robinski,

B·Ann,

Ellen,

Mary

Rabbit, Buns, Judy, Karen, Dee, Deb:
Thanks for making my birthday the
best. You're terrific. Sue
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

__.. 7

THE WOMEN OF ALPHA KAPPA
ARE
INC.
SORORITY,
ALPHA
HAVING A "MASQUERADE DISCO"
IN HONORING THEIR FOUNDER'S
UNION
UNIV.
10-28-78.
DAY,
BALLROOM, 75 CENTS. RAFFLE
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED.

.

1

I'll type for you. Call Sandy at 345·
9397.

DOONESBURY

: PJfALJ.Y IN CIJNTKOl OF HIS

·-��--�-�-�_.. i

H

P.C.: I'll love you forever and a day:
Che che che! ME

coming down. Looking forward to a

02

-----�----��..:..a 7
To RAY JESKE: Good luck against
Wayne State.-Kareri R.

Happy Day and a wonderful yearl
Love, Karen

integrated receiver $200 or best offer
·
on either. Must sell. 348-8008.
For sale: 2 15x8 CRA G A R Super
Sharks plus 2 G60·15 tires, $125. Call
581-3883 , ask for Jeff.

Haman is coming! Don't miss him!

be · an
will
There
SHAL "-'
organizah� "1111 meeting for a . new
Jewish youth group, October 29,
4:00 p.m. Union's Panther l..aif'..

An·
Happy
15!
JIM-Number
niversary Hon-all my love. Laura

345·7755.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Annou ncements

-----�--��-� 7
Hey THF members WAKE UP! And
'bout
How
BURGETI:
FRED
Sporty's today at 4:45. A, friend.
. get going. There will be.a meeting on
Friday 27! Be there! Larry
----�---'�---� 1

--------�-�-0 1
Sanyo Bi·Amp in dash AM·FM
stereo cassette $175, Pilot 65 watt

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

27
__,.
: 1 female roommate. Own
ecroH the street from Buzzard.
th. Call Marcia, 345-6579.
27

Zumwalt (drums). The Blues are back!
Free drink with Halloween costume 

6101.

.
..
.
Try Pizza Ovens Super . Taco Style
Pizza today.
_
_
_

its first in�ertion .

townhouse
unfurnished
New
apartment. This large two bedroom
apartment comfortably houses three
students. Call 345-3644 after five.

27, Dalla'3, TX 75231 .

30

notified , we cannot be responsible? for an incorrect ad after

Announcements

plus utility. Carlotta 581·3005, 581•

---�
�
�
-

·

Announcemantc

wanted immediately!
experience
at home-no
Write
pay.
-xcellent
Service, 8350 Perl< Lane,

2.1

Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1
28 1 2 . A -:orrect ad will appear in the next edition . Unless

For Rent

Help Wanted

...

7

/ADJJ >f'X/W; GQf ME ON
OI! SCHOO/.. CHlJ+fI
EVERYTHIN6 'f()(J S4Y IS
••

THe SPflT,

PflETTY f/IWJ 7D OISPUTE! ·

'

Found: Wallet containing l.D. for
William Boudet. Found Thursday
(10/1 9) at Douglas Hall. Call 581•
2155.

-�----��----.r- 1
Ladies wristwatch on
Found :

9/1 6/78. Call Evie and describe5357.
Lost:

·

Keys

on

Lawson

Hall

keychain. If found please call 581•
5338 or return to Lawson Desk.

--��---�---26

Lost: Brown frame gla111181 in black
Please call 581-3181. Reward.
���- 31

case.

��

oa;5 Tffltr MAYBe.
MfAN va/LJ.. I.ET ME
CHECK MY
TAKE Me
ONt
\

BOOK..
\

Friday,

Oct. .2 1,

1978 / Page : 8

8 t h ran ke d Pant h e rs g o fo r w i n n i n g seaso n
by Carl Gerdovlcb

"We're a little healthier now so

Seeking its sixth win of the season,
Eastern's 8th ranked Panthers travel
to Detroit, Michigan Saturday for a
12:30 p.m. battle with Wayne State.

we're hoping momentum can help us
through this stretch, " he added.
"These guys move the ball, they
really like to run," defensive coach

squad.
A ";n Saturday would give the
Panthers their first winning season

likes to run and uses the sprint out a
lot, " Teerlinck said.

"John Teerlinck said.
"They use the slot formation and
have an awful big quarterback. He

The non-conference tilt is the fourth
straight road game for the Panthers
against an improved· Wayne State

The Wayne State quarterback is Jim

Gendron, who poses the biggest threat
to the Panther d e f e n s e . Tailback
finished at 7-3.
. Randy Alexander is averaging 100
Coach" Darrell Mudra's squad yards in five games while fullback
Bruce Nichols adds short yardage
climbed back into the top ten in the
NCAA Division II poll with last week's power.
";n at Northern Michigan.
"We're looking forward to this
Wayne State is 4-2 on the season, game. The option offense is going to
ha\fog won its last three games while throw a lot of different set ups at us, "
averaging 28 points a contest. The two Teerlinck added.
Tartar losses have been to Mid-ConOffensively for Eastern, quarterback
tinent Conference teams, Youngstown Steve Turk could set a season record in
State and Akron.
total offense and passing. He is
since 1 961 and tbe sixth win would also
be the most since the 1948 team

_

The Panther coaching staff saw last
Saturday's game, as a "must win
situation for any. possible bid for a
.playoff berth.
"

"We went into the Northern Michigan game saying it was a do-or-die

·

situatio.n. Probably the .most impressive f;tctor is that our players came

from behind against a team that was
Division II champs three years ago , "
Mudra said.

currently the nation's leader in . total
·

offense.
Turk has passed for 1 731 yards, just
120 short of Ron Gustafson's mark and
is also only 203 yards shy of Gustaf
son's t-:>tal offensive record.
Placekicker Dan DiMartino booted
six conversions in last Saturday's win
setting a single season record for
,

PAT's. H e now has '29, four more than

. Jeff Sanders had in 1976.

Eastern defensive end Pete Catan (83) applies a strong rush to
Michigan's quarterback Todd Krueger (1 1 ) in the Panther's 42
Saturday. (News photo by Craig Stockel!

Boa t e rs e nt e rtai n H ar r i s - Stow e i n ke y gam

by Rich Bauer

Coming off what coach Schellas
Hyndman called "our best game of the
season" against the University of
Evansville, the Eastern soccer team
�
now faces "our last tough game be1ore

in the Midwest, will battle HarrisStowe College of St. Louis at � p.m.
Saturday at Lakeside Field. The Hor
nets are curreµtly ranked ninth in the
Midwest. .

Hyndman said Thursday Harristhe bids come out," according to
Stowe is a team consisting of all St.
Hyndman.
. Louis area players and like all of the
The Panthers, who were ranked fifth
St. Louis teams, plays a hard, aggressive type of game and keeps constant
pressure on the opposition.

"If we win this game, we have a
high chance of being seeded number

one in the regional and being the host
team, which was one of our goals at
the beginning of the season , " Hynd-

man said.
Hyndman said injuries could play a
major role in Saturday's contest.

"We've had a lot of detrimental

injuries this year and the substitutes
have been playing well, but if they ge1
hurt, we're going to have to use
inexperienced people , " he said.
Commenti n g on the Evansville
game, in which the Panthers blanked
Evansville 2-0, Hyndman said that it
was ' ' the best game we've played this
year and we hope to see this sort of
game continue. "
"The team is showing a lot o f pride,
are becoming more and more maturt

·

ana we've beat the com
had to beat."
Saturday's game should be
esting in the fact that the
realize the importance of tbl'
and the HornP-ts will be
the game "sky high."
Hyndman also. had praile
team for their performaJlCll
season.
George Gorleku, one of
leaders Hyndman expedl
perlormance from Saturclar,
a major asset to Panther's
post-season bid, Hyndmaa

H ar r i e rs o p e n N C AA t i t l e d ef e n
by Brad Patterson

The Eastern cross country team
takes the first step in defending its
NCAA Division II title Saturday, as
they travel to Glen Ellyn to take part in

the Great Lakes Regional qualifica
tions.
Sixteen teams are entered in the
competition, which will be contested at

the Lewis University Law Campus at
1 :30 p.m.
This will mark the first time the
Great Lakes Regional has been held,

as in past seasons any team was
eligible to go straight to the national
tournament.
The Great Lakes area consists of
·

Eastern's Gordon Prempeh scored
one goal and assisted on another in
the Panther's '2 - 0 win over Evansvme
Wednesday. (News photo by Buddy
Eastburn)

teams from Wisconsin, Michigan,
Illi noi s, Indiana, Ohio and Wes t
Virginia, and any team those areas
may �nter.

Besides Eastern, the favorites in the
meet, which will be run over a 10,000
meter course (6 114 miles), is Mid

Continent Conference foe Akron, Chi
cago Circle, and two Michigan schools,
Ferris State and Hillsdale College.

"Akron will be one of the stronger
teams, " Eastern coach Tom Woodall
said. "They had a long trip here for

the one point deficit to nr

' ' Psychologically that meet
out of us , " Woodall sai
physically it was a lot harder
fe�l strong going in, and I just
can continue to have the bip

of intensity we've shown I
The Great Lakes race
third contested on the

the conference meet, and they were

Western Chicago suburb

ship race last weekend, but Woodall
feels that his charges will recover from

don't have a good race and
right off the course," W

following the NAIA distrid
tions, and the Central
Championships.
regional. "
The Panthers will send
confere nce m e e t , a n d they were.
without two of their top runners, so I -Casey Reinking, Mike
expect them to be a factor in the Sheeran, Larry Schuldt,
Mcinerney into the. fray,
regional/'
Eastern is coming off a second place James as an alternate.
"I'll be really disap
finish in the Illinois State Champion
without two of their top runners, so I
expect them to be a factor in the

t he verge of
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ho' s Afro i d '

TV l3o by:

H ow wea ther

igs i nt o

H as it fi n a l l y

m ay aff ect

g rown u p ? ·

yo u r l i fe

e m o r row

�

pa g e
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Frampton and the Bee Gees; 7 p.m., 9
p.m., Time Cinema, Mattoon. Adults:
S2.SO
"ANIMAL· HOUSE," starring John
Belushi; S p.m . , 7 p.m. , 9 p.m.,

Cinema I, Mattoon Twin Cinema,
Adults: S2.SO, except S p.m. show,

ART DEPARTMENT FACULTY
EXHIBITION, through Nov. S, Paul
Sargent Art Gallery, Old Main.

St.SO.
"CONVOY," starring Ali McGraw
and Kris Krsitofferson; S : lO p.m., 7:1S
p.m. , 9:20 p.m., Cinema II. Mattoon
Twin Cinema. Adults: S2.SO, except
S:lO p.m. show, St .SO.

AMERICAN SCULPTURES FOR
AMERICAN CITIES- through Nov. S,
Krannert Art Museum, University of
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.
AMERICAN PAINTING OF THE
SEVENTIES-Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 4 P·lll · , Sunday 2 p.m. to S
p.m.; through Saturday , Krannert Art
of

"CARRIE " starring Sissy Spacek;
6:3Q p.m. and 9 p.m. Friday, McAfee
South Gym. Students:SO ,cents.
"TALES FROM THE CRYPI'"
Residence Hall Association movie,
Saturday, various residence halls. No
admission.
Eastern
"THE RAIN PEOPLE'·"
Francis Ford
Film Society movie.
Coppola's film about · a pregnant
woman on the road with a football
player. S p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m.
Ad
Tuesday, Buzzard Auditorium.

:�:;:�:: 1�

MAYNARD FERGUSON - 8 p.m.
Nov. 3, Lantz Building. Tickets : $4.SO,

$4, $3.

mission: Sl.

JIM POST AND LOUISE DIMICELI
--University Board sponsored mini
concer t; 8 p . m . Thursd ay, Union
Grand Ballroom. Students: Sl .
JOHN DENVER-8 p.m. (Eastern
Standard Time) Nov. 7, Holman Civic
University Center, Indiana State Uni·
versity, Terre Haute, . Ind. Reserved

PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
--Band of New Orleans, 8 p . m .
Wednesday, Tilson Music Hall, Tiery
Memorial Union, Indiana State Uni
versity, Terre Haute, Ind. Reserved

seats: SlO, S7.SO, SS.
DAVID GATES/BREAD-Oct. 3 1 ,
University of Illinois Assembly Hall,
Champaign-Urbana.

seats: S3, $4.

. �.
9D

<::J l> o \J

o

mru@wa@� %0&

·

"REVENGE OF THE PINK PANTHER " starring Peter Seller; 7 p.m. ,
9 p.m., Will Rogers Theatre, Charles-

ton. Adults: S2.SO
" SGT. PEPPER' S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND �' starring Pete1

Fo nderon

'fOO KWOW, HALLO\llEEN MM:ES
�E WlSH I w'AS A l<IO AGAIW.
I LO\liO GETTltlG �SEO uP
WOLf"-ta:

{, � LI...:

,,.� ; MAW A>IO

.4

: ORAClll.A.

N

BJ ' S JU CTION - All start 10:30
p.m. ; Friday, Blind Shelly's SeeingEye
Dogs; Saturday, Blake Manhattan and
Blind Shelley Flatbush; Thursday,
Paul Konya. No cover charge.

M.V PARENTS lltOUGltT
'°"LLOwE'.EN SHOULD BE AW
EOUCATIOh'AL. EVPE�\Eh'C£.

NOT ME.

�)
c

TED ' S WAREHOUSE -- All start 9
p.m. ; Friday, Jebova, . Saturday, Full
House; Monday, Geyser; .Tuesday,
· Full House ; Wednesday , Roadside
Band; Thursday, Havana Ducks,
country rock. Cover charge St .

•

.�,

i���

\ ,�
���¥
•

ROC'S LOUNGE- "What's

jazz band, starts

Cover charge St .

Left" University Union Ballroom;

9:1'5 p.m. Thursday;
.

HOLIDAY INN, Charleston - Starts
9 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday, Sara
Flood and · Gary Gregorson; Zodiac
Lounge. No cover charge.
JUNIOR-SENIOR RECITAL�-J�
Lorenzen, organ, Charlotte Rendal
man, piano, Rick Rhodes, baritone; 2
p.m. Friday, Dvorak Concert Hall,
Fme Arts Building.
ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS CON
CERT--Schubert Mass, No. 3 in B-Flat,
'Rosamunde, overture in C minor, 4
p.m. Sunday, Dvorak- Concert Hall,
Fme Arts Building.
.
SENIOR RECITAL--Patricia Coble,
soprano; 8 p.m. Dvorak Concert Hall,
Fine Arts Building.
SCHUBERT FESTIVAL--Fantasie in
C, Andantino varie for piano duet,
Sonata in A for piano and violin, Der
Hochzeitsbraten, A Terzett for so
prano, tenor and bass; 8 p.m. Thurs
day, Dvorak Concert Hall, Fme Arts
Building.
NATHAN MILSTEINI VIOLIN--M
usic by Pergolesi, Bach, Beethoven
and Tchaikovsky; 8 p.m. Friday, Great
Hall, Krannert Center, University of
Illinois-Urbana. Public: $6, S7, SS.

.

HOMECOMING QUEEN AND

HOMECOMING BARBEQUE-- 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday, North Quad;
Cost: 7S cents .
CORONATION DANCE--Annual Ho
mecoming event, with crowing of
Queen and Freshman Attendant - and
semi-formal disco: 8 p.m. Monday,

� 9P WITH
. u;8V\JU.OF

•..

ASSOtTEO NUTS.

�
�,�'Y

·

J;'l

BONFIRE AND PEP

Thursday, Basketball
from Lawson Hall.

CHUCK DAVIS DAN
ANY--Afro-American
m, 8 p.m. Saturday, F
Krannert Center, Univ
nois-Urbana. Public: $1.

Cc! l'rn@<fl.6 R
U � e>.
eJ�
0

HARLEM GLOBETR
p.m . , Nov .. S, Hulman Civic
Center, Terre Haute, Ind.,

$4.50, Childnl

S6.SO, SS.SO,
S S, S4, S3

SOCCER--Eastem vs.

College, 2 p.m. Saturdar,
Blackbum College, 2 p.m.
day, Soccer Field.

''WiicYs AFRAID OP
WOOLF?" --Theatre
Homecoming Play. 8

FRESHMAN ATTENDANT ELECT
IONS-- 9 a.m. to S p.m� Friday,
University Union Lobby.

oti. TI\AT
I \I/AS MIMI: "«AAS OLO
I WEtlT 00� lb DOOR DRESSED SOUHO�
I NTE�EST\)19.
UP AS SIGMUh'P FREUD.
1
\ f�
,£:'l·
,-:-�/
.
'ff-:,.
1
. .

CASINO NIGHTI A NIGRT
RACES-- 7 p.m. to 12 p.m.
day, University Union B

Pit � !ffi @@� li'(;
�

frn@.6@
lf' l1 lf' @QJJ rfrf a

¥MEW

SO cents.

•

)

I

•

Satu:rday and Nov. 3, N8ll
p.m. Nov. 5; Theatre,

Building. Students: Sl,
Youth and Seniors: St.SO
"CURSE OF 'fl{E ST

ssh --Plight of

a familJ

the difficulties of surviYIL
7 p.m. and
premiere.

Friday, Saturday, and Nor.
The Station Theatre, 223 N.
Urbana. Admission: $3.

�
VEROE st'•l!ll!
�SUI
Verge Eclltor
Asst . Editor �.............. .
1V Listings ..............-c.alendar
• • ••••.•••

. • • • . • . . ···--·······-

Photographers ..........-.

Copy [)ask
Bob Flider, Dyna Cole,
'Sandy Young Bob N
· · · · · · · ······-

TED'S PRESENTS
F R I DAY

SATU RDAY

-��JEH o·v A''

'' FULL
H O US E''

fro m E ffi n g h a m

Li q u o r S pe c i al
S c rewd ri v e r - 60¢

$ $: INST ANT CASH
MAZUMA
N e w & U s ed L. P. R e c o rd s
Sc i - F i- B o o_k s & � o m i cs

Bought a n d So l d
1 4 2 1 4 t h St . C h a r l e s to n
B e h i n d U n ive rs_ity V i l l a g e

from
Charl eston

MAZU MA
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'Who' s Afra i d of
Vi rg i n i a Wo o lf ? '

S. Nuenbeny

However, after seeing "Equus�·
performed last spring, Gabbard said
he thought the students had the ability
to "pull it off well. ' '
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? "
has been made into a movie, starring
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton,
and a Broadway production, starring
Arthur Hill and Yta Hagan.
In the play , George is a history
teacher at the university where his
wife Martha's father is president. Nick
is a new instructor in the biology
department at the school.
The play is set in George and
Martha's home after the two couples
have returned from a party at 2 a.m.
hosted by the university president .
· (Martha's father).

1be story of a · married couple's
ture method of trying to find
way to live together will be
ed this weekend in the theatre
artment ' s production , " Who's -. of Virginia Woolf?"
IJrector E . G . Gabbard of the
department said the dramatic
involves a couple whose main
of communication is putting
other down, while their lives
e around an illusion.
The cast is composed of four
ers; George, played by senior
Samuel, his wife Martha, played
senior Katie Sullivan, Honey,
yed by senior Janet Fox, and her
and Nick, played by junior Randy
·

·

Gabbard said Martha and George
display their incompatibility, and the
illusion that has held them together is
revealed .

1be play was written by Edward
ee , whom Gabbard termed a
powerful writer. The play is
ult for four people to carry, but
cast has a good ability to make it
•

Costume designer is Nancy Paule of
the theatre department, and senior
Steve Wamick designed the very
detailed set including a winding
staircase under the supervision of
aarence Blanchette of the theatre
department.

"

"I think it's going
d.

to be good, " he

The director said the play was a
ker. There's horror in it. Somes the characters are pulling the
• off each other, they're pulling off
Gabbard referred to one point in the
y where Honey is pulling off the
Is of liquor bottles and relates her
ns to digging deep into a person,
g right into the bones and then
marrow, because "that's where
·

·

work. "

The play does contain some vio
, Gabbard said. The audience
IJ become horrified, yet fascinated

Sophomore Sue Dabney assisted the
direction of the play, and junior Gail
Gober supervised the lighting.

Martha (Katie Sullivan) and George (Peter Samuel) scream at their guests
Nick (Randy Haege) and Honey (Janet Fox) In the theatre department 's
Homecoming production of "\Nho's Afraid of Virginia V\k>olf?" to premiere
this weekend. (News photo by Craig Stockel .)
because viewing the production may
be life "watching a snake "-the
reptile may be repulsive, but at the
same time people cannot take their
eyes off it.

Gabbard said he · has wanted to
direct the play for some time, but he
"held off. I didn't think they (the
actors) could catch the maturity
needed. "

"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? "

.

will premiere at 8 p.m. Friday in the

Theatre of the Fine Arts building and

·

continue at the same time Saturday,
and Nov. 3 and 4, with a 2 p.m.
matinee on Nov. 5.

Tickets are Sl for Eastern students,
$2.50 for adults and Sl .50 for youth
and senior citizens.

f ew t i p s o n h o w to a p p r eci at e t h e at re
St.cy Shaw

'lbeatre performances come in ·_a
"ety of forms, from comedy to
, and often students may not
what to !ook for in a particular

Just what

should be expected from
different types of theatrical perfor
ces and what is the. best way to
iate them?
E. G. Gabbard, theatre . department
an, said an "open mind" is the
tool to theatre appreciation.
''Any type of play can be enter
g if performed well," Gerald
·van, director of theatre history,
·

.

·

ed.

·

leading � play before seeing it does
ensure a better understanding of
material. Theatre department fac-

ulty did not recommend reading the
play first because "a play is meant to
be performed. ' '
The word on the page sometimes
seems flat, Gabbard said, but ·seeing
the play will make it real.
There are many forms of theatrical
productions, some of which are perfor
med each year at Eastern. During each
semester, students present one inter
pretive play and two straight plays.
But what are the differences bet
ween these forms of theatre? ·
Interpretive theatre as defined by
Gabbard is "an avenue for making
non-dramatic literature dramatic. "
Interpretive theatre can b e p0etry
reading, voice study or other unstruc
tured work.
Other types of pl�ys include the

CH EAP ER H EADGEAR
N ow i n St o c k ·
R o l l i ng Pa p e rs : 3 S t
Cera m i c St ones : $ 1 . 7 5
C l i ps : s o4"- $ 1 . o·o

COME I N A N D BROW SF ·

milestone
1419 4th (Next door to Mazuma) Tues.-Sat. 10-4pm

light entertainers such as:

Musical Comedy: A theatrical produc

tion consisting of musical numbers,
dances and humorous or satirical skits
centered on some slighf plot and
1sually having elaborate costuming
and staging.
Operetta: A short amusing musical
.,lay
I
Comedy: Types of plays which treat
the characters humorously.

But the more serious play types

include:

·

-Tragedy: A serious play having an ·
unhappy ending brought about by the
characters, impelled by fate, m�ral
weakness, or social pressures.
-Opera: A play having all or most of its .
text set to music, with arias, recitations and choruses sung to orchestral
accompaniment, usually characterized
by elaborate costumes and staging.

Sh ort st op D r ive-In
F r i d ay &.. Sat u rday
Cheeseburger
Large F.r i es
&..
S ma l l D r i n k

S1.19

·

S u n day
Beef &.. Cheese
Sm a l l F r i e s
Sm a l l D r i n k

S1.19

C o r n e r o f 7 t h � L i nco ln
t .._______________________

·
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TV- Co l l eg e stud ents f i n d oth e r i nterests

by Mary McLaaghlln and Jo Beth
Heaton

!&-- J]

Ours is a generation of television .
Did you watch "Leave It To Beaver"
when you were little because you
wanted to, or because your mom w�
tired of trying to get you out of her

•

I

I

hair?
If vou were a youngster who spent
·
your pre-school years (at Jeast par
tially) exposed to a television set, then
\'OU had a learning advantage over a
�hild from a home without a TV, said
Joe Heumann · of the speech depart

ment.
Studies have shown that TV has sent
those children in both the highest and
Jowest inteJJigence groups to sc�ooJ
with a one-year advantage in vocab
ulary.
But what is television's effect on
· today's young adult?
Heumann said, "Most freshmen
and sophomores in coUege outside the
home for the first time find they do
not have ready access to television as
they did in previous years. "
A person's social situation, that is,
his family, peers and individual choi
ces; initialJy affect his viewing habits.
However, in coHege the choices are
different; he said.
Heumann added, "CoUege stud
ents' viewing habits are obviously
constricted by their social roles at
school. The average student carrying
15 to 18 hours spends most of his day
walking to and from classes, eating,
studying and going out . "
GeneralJy, he said, most coJJege
students do not possess the amount of
time to devote to TV that they did in
high school.
A student's time is budgeted around
his class schedule and his social
activities. (Marty's, Mother's, Roe's,
or chosen members of the opposite
sex ).
. A random survey conducted by
Heumann of Eastern students re
vealed that the average amount of time
sperit in front of the TV set was eight
hours per week.
Heumann, a Critic for TV and . film
journals, said that he had originaJJy
suspected coJJege students would
spend more time watching television
than they actuaJJy do.
Thus, the effects that television has
on young adults are actually their own
choices.
Whether a person u ses TV to
entertain or inform, the media availa
ble to today's society provides a highly
diversified selection of programming.
If you are a viewer who Jikes to see
"jiggJers, " then "Charlie's Angels"
or " Flying High" wiJJ be the show for
you. Or if you prefer the · more
inteJiectualJy geared 'television show,
then Phi) Donahue wiU probably be a
. show you wiU Jike.
Despite the various arguments that
demonstrate the positive and negative
effects of television, it is obvious that
TV wiU be around for awhile.
For those interested, a graduate
seminar concerning TV calJed "Tele
vision Criticism, " , Speech 5030, wiU
be offered this spring.
For further informatio n, contact
Heumann in the speech-communica
�ion department.
·
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M AYNA RD FERG U SO
a nd Orchest ra
Pop ular jazz Trumpet er
I<noV'(n For H i s Record i ngs of:

·

.. g tatc-tftcek"
--go nn a <tJQy u\fo w" (<tflteme �!tom "CRocky ")
. uUatcia"
.. CBattQe g tatt QaQac ttca"
.

IN CONCERT
F r i day , N ov e m b e r 3 , 1 9 7 8
8 p.m.
La n_t z B u i l d i ng
Tickets $4.50 , $4.00, & $3.00 Available
.

.

at the Union Box Office, Dale's,
The Record Cellar, & Mr. Music
The U.B. H omeco ming Concert

Friday, Oct. ·27, 1 9�8
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OTHER
SPECIALS
THRlJ.CJUT
THE
STORE

imit 1
- Eastside- Gateway Coupon

__

.

..__._
I

Eastside-Gateway Coupon

:-i

Johnnie Walker I . 8
I J 1m Ot. eam
R ed
1 .7 5 hter
:
�
• 1 519
I
I
I
I
I
I
'T9- -

-

limit 1

- Eastside-Gateway Couoon

I Calvert
1

I

limit 1

Eastside-Gateway OOOPoO

M&M

Ot.

•533

I
I
I
I
I

1 /5

limit 1

Tuisday only
- - ---- - Eastsid e-Gateway Coupon

I

.

-

---

I
.1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Case ca ns ·

Tue. Oct. 31
·

only

-- - - - Eastside -Gateway Coupon

·

C ase ca ns

,

-

--

!

• 5as

'

Tue. Oct. 31 only

--- - - - - --

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .,,

-

f.

!

. Tue. Oct. 31 only

.

-- ,- - I
1

Jacques Bo net
, Champagne. . ..

3 /$5 00 .
.

or)ly

..· H .

•
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· II'"
�

Eastside-Gatew

.

I

R iuni te

l.:M:H �.?.��!��'
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I

.

I

4/ $9 00

-1
I .
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.
.
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I
I
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_ast.side Package Liquors- uateway Liquors
,

!

• 5 as

- - ,- - - - Eastside-Gateway Coupon --

.

3/*825

·

l
t
I
I

-- - - - 

ca se l6 oz. Ret.

l

.

Eastside-Gateway Cou pon

Stroh's

1
I
I
I
I

Tue 0-::t 31 only
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H a l l o we en b ri
by Bob Glover

Mysterious sounds echo in the
middle of the night. Doors swing back
and forth, open and shut, and dresser
drawers pop out without help.
A matronly ghost is checking to
make sure her girls are safe in their
rooms.
One of the first · stories freshmen
may hear at Eastern is the legend of
the ghost of the coed who was
murdered more than 60 years ago in
Pemberton Hall, the oldest dorm in the
state.
· Some say they can even hear the girl
scratching on the hall doors on
. particular nights, the fingernails of the
ghost of the dead former Pem resident
.who was supposedly murdered on the
fourth floor by. an insane janitor.
The matronly ghost is that of Mary
Hawkins, counselor of the dorm from
1910 to 1917. And her murderer's
identity is still a mystery.
These and other ghost stories con
tinue to spread through the dorm
because of a plaque in the hall lobby
dedicated to Hawkins.
In addition to the plaque, the fourth floor has been kept closed and locked
to residents for a number of years, due
to unfinished construction and keeping
the floor as a storage area.
The closed floor has only added
more and more to the stories. Rumors
of fully-furnished rooms, blood y ,
scratched doors and closets of long,
antique dresses cannot be denied by
residents because they have never
visited the fourth floor, which has been
closed for many years.
"There's no truth to any of these
stories, ' ' current Pem Hall Counselor
Doris Enochs said. Hawkins did not
die in the dorm, and there are no
records of any murder, she added.
But in spite of this, and due to lack
of proof to the contrary, ghost stories
keep circulating and have elevated into .
much more detailed tales.
·

Wi tch e s : Myth o r mystery�
by Pete DouVUJe

Halloween activities are just around
t he corner, with· pumpkins being
carved, costumes· getting constructed
and ghost stories circulating around
campus.
The legends of Halloween, complete
with magical practices, horror stories,
and witches and Witchcraft, bring
along an eerie aura on this special
night.
Are these legends just nonsense or
are there some facts behind the
holiday, which has been traced to a
Druid . ceremony (members of pagan
orders in Britain and Ireland) since
pre-Christian times?
Joanne Megalis, of the anthropology
department, said she does not con
-sider herself an authority on witch
craft, D\lt said there are some people
'who call themselves witches who
practice the art of witchcraft.
Lucy Mair, author of "Witchcraft"
emphasized that in many parts of the
world the witch's magic is considered
to be the cause of harm to another
person by powers not possessed by
other people.
Those who possess this
power are called witches.
_

" Some people believe that witches
are being helped by Satan, " Megalis
said. Mair commented in her book that
today's society, a witch is someone
who has come in contact with the devil.
Mair also said another supposed
work of the devil is ' 'black magic, ' ' the
spells and incantations that a witch
practices to cause the misfortunes of
her victims. ·

�

Such things as the blood of an
animal, the hairs of a subject and parts
of a human body are used to help
influence the spell the witch is
concentrating on.
Even if you do not believe in
witchcraft, be a little cautions on
Halloween nigh t , when you are
walking through a hallway and you
hear from the other side of a door:

'' 1''lllet of fenny make,

In the cauldron boll and bake;
Eye of newt and toque of frog,
Wool of bat and toe of. OOa• ''
It just could be your neighborhood
witch.

·

This .may be due to the
Pemberton residents said, called
perclassmen Classics. ' ' Pem
who were terrified of stories w
were freshmen keep it " '
living' "by passing down the
even adding their own little
new residents.
Residents have even gone
point of using the stories for
in their classes.
"I think people like to
them because of the heritage
that ghosts imply, " Enochs
The age of the building
helps to perpetuate the stories,
continued.
" Whenever the wind blows,
ally you have weird sounds
the age and constructiQm
building. Old buildings always
she added.
However, no simple e
can silence the stories
accepted by many students
The details may vary from
story, but Mary Hawkins is u
highlight or central figure.

It is the murder story in
horror tradition. The lines
the overall plot appears clear:
She is one of the few girls
Pem over Christmas break,
· dark, cold and lonely night
campus.
While she is playing the
fourth floor music room, (the
floor in Pem), she is axed to
sex-crazed janitor.
According to the stot"J,
manages to pull herself to
where, unable to speak, she
at the door:
Her roommate, too te '
to the scratching at the time,
her dead companion lyilig
blood in the hallway when
door later in the early m
To this very day, the le
murdered soul still crawls
·
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Pe m ' s � s p i r i t'

t

t, patching on the doors with her

ails.

ese stories are not all that

· s of the ghost tale. The resi
of Pemberton themselves have

ed unusual occurances at the
is th e kindly but dead dorm
watching over "her girls," but
story tellers have also said the
. Mary" was a resident of
on Hall, murdered more than

.

ago.
of the first stories freshmen

-

at Eastern is the legend of
t of Pemberton, the old��t
in the state.--

·

·

ident assistant of Pem who

d to remain anonymous, said

y that on

several occasions,
ts' windows that were closed
11efore bedtime were found wide
in the morning.
also said that some residents
need· articles of clothing and
Items missing from their rooms.
missing clothes and items
mysteriously returned, how
exactly two weeks after they
ed.
also noted they ended up in a
'ous location where they never
have been misplaced by_ the
·

er incident four years
a

ago
a long, white
going from door to · door

girl wearing

asking for safety pins. No one knew
the - identity of the girl, and several
girls followed her to the fourth floor
landing where she disappeared.
Is this a· case of over-active imagi
nation?
Residents at Pem claim that there is
something thrilling in haviiig a ghost
because it sets Pem apart from the
other dorms.
And " some people just do it for
excitement. ' '
And the stories that have haunted
Pemberton Hall and the secrets of the
fourth floor will finally be available for
public scrutiny.
On · Saturday, the one and only
fourth floor will be opened for the first
time in many many years.
'
Enochs said that she does not know
when the last time the fourth floor was
open. "It was before my time . "
Assistant Housing Director Randy
Johnson, a member of the housing
staff for many years, also said he can
not recall when the hall's fou� floor
was ever open for use by . the student
body.
The Residence Hall Association
(RHA) has scheduled its annual
haunted house from 6:30p.m,to 1 1 p.m.
on that floor that night.
The RHA has planned a spook-filled
event scary enough for any non
believer.
And remember, " Seeing is be
lieving . . . . "

What' s u p , Drac?

St u d e nts prepa re f o r
·
· G reat P u m pki n
· Eastern students in the residence
halls, fraternities and sororities are
. getting ready for Halloween this

year with such things as parties and
dances planned, as well as getting
charity drives underway.
Carman Hall will have a costume
dance Tuesday night, Cindy Oark,
residence hall counselor said. Other
activiti�s there include a pumpkin
jUdging contest and something called
"treat the trickers. "
Qark said that Carmanites will go
to the Heritage House Nursing
Home and other nursing homes to
pass out · candy to the senior
citizens.
Ford, McKinney and Weller
Halls will combine . to · have a
Halloween party in the food service
Monday night, Eileen Roche, resi. dent assistant of Weller Hall said.
Roche said there will be dancing,
'1pple bobbing and a costum·e
judging contest at the party.
Stevenson, Lincoln and Douglas
Halls will combine to have a
costume contest Tuesday evening,
Keith Kohanzo , Stevenson Hall
· counselor said.
Stevenson Hall will also have a
lighted pumpkin on its roof. Ko
hanzo said that this is the fifth year
· that the hall has done this.
Andrews Hall has been celebra
ting Halloween all this week. Mon
day residents h eld a pumpkin
carving contest and raised $61.88
for the United Nations Children's
.
Fund (UNICEF).
Tuesday, they elected · an "Oc
toberfest Queen" from one of the
floors and on Wednesday residents
held a window painting contest.
Thursday night Andrews com
bined with Taylor, Lawson and
Thomas Halls to sponsor a South
Quad dance, Leigh Ann Monroe,
co-chairman of Andrews' social
committee said.
On Saturday, Andrews and Tho
mas will hold a costume dance iii

.

on Hal l , the oldest dormitory in the state, has carried the legend of a
called "Mary Hawkins" · for the past 60 years. Residents say the ghost ·
in the dorm's closed fourth floor. (News photo by Bob Kasinecz.)

Hot a n d Good
Fres h tro m TH F nv t: N
ro r yo u .

Third and Lincoln

W E DE L I V E R

Thin crust, t h icl< crust o r ou r
excellent d e e p d i s h pa n p i zza;
7 d a ys a w e e k .
N ew S u p e r T a co S tyle Piiza !

34 5 - 2 3 2 4

Andrews' basement, Monroe said,
and prizes will be awarded for the
best costume.
On Halloween night, Andrews
and Thomas will serve a special
dinner in the food service, Monroe
said.
The Residence Hall Association .
will hold its annual haunted house.
in a unique way this year. The RHA ,
has scheduled the spooky event on
the fourth floor of Pemberton Hall,
which has not been open to the
public for many years:
The haunted house is scheduled
from 6:30 p.m. to 1 1 p.m. Saturday,
RHA president Mark Davis said,
and admission is SO cents.

by Sharon Jones

1

.

f

j

·

JI

·

·

Also, Phi Sigma Epsilon fra
ternity will sponsor a party with
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority on
Nov. 1 , Robin Ayres, a spokesper
son for the fraternity said.
On Halloween night, the Phi Sigs
will give a party for underprivileged
children in the Charleston-Mattoon
area.
Alpha Kappa Alpha will have a
masquerade party in the Union
Ballroom Saturday, Fave Watson, a
spokesperson said.
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Does it aff ect behavi o r?

by Bill Barth

It's a hot day in the city, a riot
begins and the police arrive and stop
the disorder by spraying the c.rowd
With a fire hose.
The police were trying to cool off the
crowd, not just attempting to separate
·

crease of irritibility at high tempera

ture.
In a controlled lab experiment
Griffitt found subjects more irritable at

90 degress than they were .at 67

·degrees.

A study of residents in Antarctic
them. Coofmg off the rioters reduces stations by environmental psychologist
aggressions, according to a book on E. Gunderson showed that anxiety,
environmentaf psychology.
irritibility and depression were in
Studies of the 1967 United States creased in extremely cold conditions.
Riot Comission report showed that
This was due not only to the work
and isolation, but also to residents'
concern about the cold.

Temperature is not the'only compo-

·

nent of weather which may effect an
mood.

In Colorado, the Chinook winds,
warm dry winds which descend from
the mountains, are sometimes blamed
by residents for increased depression,
nervousness and irritation, according
to authors of Environment and Be

VVeather and Its effects on human behavior has been a subject of sr
among environmental psychologists, with some claiming that It can Intl
our �ions and moods . (News photo by Bob Kasinec:z.)

havior, P. Sommers and R. Moos.
Also, barometric pressure can effect
how lively a person may feel, Hast·
myer said.

riots most often occurred on days that
were over 80 degrees.
However, the number of riots de
·

creased on days that were over 100
degr((es, due to the weakening effects
of extreme heat.
Th'e effect of weather on humans
has been studied by environmental
psychologists, scientists wlio study the
inter-relationships between the envi
ronment and behavior.
·

"Suicides tend to increase · during
spring weather, ' ' Frank Hustmyer ·of
the psychology department said.

This is because depressed people
may see those around them in a much
happier mood and feel excluded from
things, Hustmyer explained.

Hustmyer said weather conditions
can add to or detract from a mood, but
do not usually completely change an
existing mood. .The changes which
weather conditions cause depend ma
inly on your personality, Hustmyer
added.

The carotid sinus, which helps
control the speed of the heart, con
tracts and speeds '. the heart when
barometric pressure is high, Hustmyer

explained. When barometric pressure
is low, the sinus expands and your ·
heart speeds up, he said.
Hustmyer said dimate is also
thought to influence culture.
Temperature climates cause a
greater need for adaption and . ad
vancement than do tropical climates,
he explained. Hustmyer added that
most major advanced civilizations have

come from temperate climates.
Dallas Price of the geography de
partment nid weather does have an
accentuating effect on moods which is
strongly dependent on which region an
individual is a native of, Price said.
Most people ,
he added, like · the

climate which they are used to. . . H

someone from the Midwest who hated
winter were to move to Jamaica,
eventually they would probably long
for a good blizzard, he explained.

O u r C u r re n t
Attra c t i o n
7 & 9 -Sa t & S u n 2 -7-9

William Griffitt, an environmental

psychologist, said he found a decrease

of intrapersonal attraction and an in-
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'The S h i n i n g ' f i n e read i ng fo r h a u nted n i g
Shining"
by Stephen Kfug
SigDet Books, $2.SO (447 pages)
"The

"The Shining, ' ' by Stephen King, is
a great suspense-horror story-suitable reading for all those nightly
Halloween graveyard visits.
The story centers around a small
boy, gifted with psychic abilities,
whose father takes a job as a winter
caretaker at an isolated _ mountain
resort hotel.
.
.
Even before the family amves, the
boy is frightened by ominous visions of
the hotel. Once at the resort, the boy 's
· powers trigger off horrifying reoccurences of events from the hotel's
gruesome past.
Finally the hotel's ghostly occupants
become a reaLt�reat to the family, and
the boy, realizing how vulnerable his
family is, battles the silent forces on
his own.

But why did I like the book so
the author doesn't bog down in
technical terms or unlikely sensation couldn't predict the ending witlt
alism. It is its sheer believability that certainty . Some like to cheat
makes Alfred Hitchcock's works read looking at the last page but it
like something from the Brothers help much here.
Grimm.
Unfortunately; • 'The Shinina"'
by d i o n e co o,p e r
One gOQd point aside from the currently being made into a
scariness is the development of the version planned for Christmas
Reading this book alone at night in a characters. Not a single character is ·and the story will undoubtecllJ
.dimly-lit room will make a nervous lost _ in the enormity of the storyline. quite a bit.
wreck out of anyone . One of the factors
that makes it frightening is the
author's knack for turnina the most
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA
. innocent, everyday objects into some
M Nabors or
I Newsy digest
ACROSS
. thing hostile and sinister,
Backus
7 Out-of-this-.
1
Taylor
The author also employs the tech
II Make
world object
nickname
8 Any man but
nique of abruptly leaving scenes at 4 Anderson's
(Oee)
Adam
"High
"
their most crucial point, only to return
12 Winner of five
t Collegiate home 45 Ten mab a
7 Treat shabbily
chapters later to conclude them. This II Kitchen abbr.
(logfights
of Puritanism
grand
a Alias: Abbr.
II Instruction on
41 SUU'!Stillioll
will keep readers glued to "The 13 Name meaning
14 Canceled, with
a French I
contents
"watchful"
Shining" in the soap opera tradition.
••out' '
exam
48 Famed
14 Suffix with
'
Unlike many recent books dealing
15 Sparks s
11 Excessively thin
publisher
verb or herb
"Help! "
12 Avg.
e Turkish
with extrasensory perception (ESP), 15 Ballroom
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Fe stival to d em o nstrate
• co l oni a l P e r i O d l ifestyl e s
The festival will be held in a park
'on the site of Fort Massac, a
reconstructed fort dating from the
early 1700 ' s, Red J. Tetreault, an
Illinois department of conservation
official said.
Fort Massac Park is located on
the Ohio River next to Interstate 24.
Inside the fo rt , unifo rmed
militiamen will live in tents and
carry on daily chores and military
exercises during the two-day fes
tival.
Also, there will be an 1 8th
century cannon fired every hour
duri_ng the event, which will include
flag-raising ceremonies, fife and
drum music, bagpipers and High·
lander dancing, Tetreault said.
Outside the fort walls, costumed
craftsmen will demonstrate the
making of various colonial house
hold and farm items.
Demonstrations will include
blacksmithing, pioneer furniture
construction, natural dying and
cider pressing.

by Bill Barth

"Fort Massac, 1776," a Two-day
festival demonstrating crafts, foods,
military and civilian lifestyles from
the colonial period will be held
· Saturday and Sunday in Metropolis,
n.

Got a t h i rsty
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the room ?
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13
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20
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S PEC IALS

INGREDIENTS:

1 12 gallon apple cider
8 cinnamon stick pieces
8 orange peel spirals
16 whole cloves
Heat the apple cider with the
cinnamon sticks. Next peel an orange
into spiral strips and place two cloves
on each strip.
. Put a spiral in each cup and ladle the
hot cider over it . For a special
Halloween decoration, you might like
to set the cider bowl in a hollowed-out
. pumpkin and dip cider from that.
Recipe makes eight mug servings .
.. ·-
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FALL W EEKE

HOT CINNAMON CIDER
For a hot and tasty drink during the
cold autumn nights, try this cider
recipe, borrowed from "Parade" ma
gazine 's food editor, Sylvia Schur.

,
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Friday, Oct. 27
3 p.m.- (WCIA) 3 - Movie "The
Masque of the Red Death. " Stars
Vincent Price and Hazel Court.
p.m.- (WBAK) 17, 38 - ABC
Priday Night Movie.
B p.m. - (WILL) 12 - Monty Python.
llt3t p.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie
*Mutiny on the Bounty' ' Adventure
llming Clark Gable and Charles
faugbton.
.
- (WCIA) 3 - Movie "Buena Sere.

Mrs. Campbell.
11130 p.m. - (WBAK) 3 8 - Movie
"Hitler - The Last 10 Days." Stars
Alec Guiness.
11148 p.m. - (WAND) 17 - Movie
t.

boustabout• ' Starring Elvis Pres

tey.

lsJI Lm. - (WTTV) 4 - Movies 1 .
'"The Story on Page One. " (1960)
Stars Rita Hayworth and Gig You. Dramatic Mystery. 2. "Call Me
er." (1951) Stars Dan Dailey,
Betty · Grable and Danny Thomas.

Musical comedy.

ll2s30 p.m. - (WBAK) 17, 38 - NCAA
ball.
I p.m. - (WITV) 4·· Movie "War
" (1959) Stars
Richard Wid
mtr, Anthony Quinn , Henry Fon
and Dorothy Malone.
- (WCID) 15 - Movie "The Lost
and. " Anthony Quinn and

rge Segal.
1138 p.m. - (WTWO) 2 - NFL Game
·

ti the Week.
p.m. - (WAND) 17 - ABC Wide
World of Sports.
p.m. - (WILL) 12 - Dlinois Press
Charles Percy.
lt30 p.m. - (WILL) 12 - Soundstage:
:

ourney."

7 p.m. - (WTWO) 2, 15 - "Kiss
Meets the Phantom. "
- (WSUI) 8 - Movie "The Crypt. "
"30 p.m. - (WILL) 1 2 - Movie "Tall
�de Man . . . . "
p.m. - (WTTV) . 4 - Movie
man and the Slave Girl . " (1950)
enture starring Lex Barker and
Darcel.

·

P p.m. - (WCIA) 3 - Movie
·ght From Ashiya. "
(WAND) 17 - Movie "Don't
Give Up the Ship . " Stars Jerry
's.
i30 p.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie
'ibe Eye Creatures" (1965) Starr
John Ashley and Cynthia Hull.
(WTHI) 10 - Movie "Johnny
cho."
Lm. - (WTTV) 4 - Movies 1 .
9I'bey Met in Bombay" (1941)
rring Clark Gable , Rosaland
sell and Peter Lorre. 2. "A
tion from Marriage" (1946)
borah Kerr, Robert Donat, com
·

·

Football: Detroit at Chicago.

·

·

Detroit at Chicago.
(WTWO) 2 - NFL
louston at Cincinnati.
·

.

..

.

..

..

..

..

...

.

-

NFL

p.m. � (WAND) 17 - Movie
"The World of Henry Orient. "
Stars Peter Sellers.

2:30

- (WBAK) 38 - Movies . 1 . "Di
vorce His , ' ' starring Elizabeth Tay
lor and Richard Burton. 2. "All in a
Night's Work , " starring Shirley
MacLaine and Dean Martin.

3

p.m.

(WCID) 15 - Denver at

�

Seattle.

6 p.m . - (WILL) 12 - All-Star Soccer.
8 p.m. - (WAND) 17 - Movie To Be

- · (WILL) 12 - Monty

· ' Pardners" �tarnng Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis

10:30

Tbunday, Nov. 2
(WCIA ) 3 . Movie

p.m . -

Python.

9

p.m.

p.m.

•

(WILL) 12 - Monty

- (WCID)

15 - Davia

Cassidy - Undercover:Premiere.

(Editor's note: These weekly TV highlights are composed from al'ea
network listings. They are an attempt to bring _our readers television
entertainment in sports, movies, and special documentaries. It may . not
be comprehensive due to space limitations.)

ONLY TWO WOMEN
KNEW THE SECRET

BEHIND TIIE

FABULOUS MAN
OF A THOUSAND
FACES ... .
LON CHANEY!

Announced.
- (WTWO) 2 - "Centennial. " part

m
9 p.m. - (WBAK) 38 - Movie to be
announced.

p.m. - (WCID) 15 - Movie
" Deliver Us From Evil" stars
George Kennedy and Jan Michael
Vincent.
10:30

p.m. - (WTWO) 2 - Movie
" Hunters of the Reef. "

11:30

p.m.

- (WCIA) 3 - Movie
"You're Never Too Young" star
ring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
7 p.m. - (WCIA) 3 - Charlie
Brown
8 p.m. - (WCID) 15 - Movie
" Summer of My German Soldier"

3:30

Starring Kristy McNichol.
- (WAND) 17 - Football: L.A. at
Atlanta.
9 p.m. - (WTWO) 2 - Movie

" Summer of My German Soldier. "
- (WBAK) 3 8 - Monday Night

Football: L.A. at Atlanta.
10 p.m - ('WILL) 12 - Monty
Python
-11:15 p.m. - (WAND) 17 - Movie
"The �efiant Ones. " Starring Tony
•

.

Curtis.

11:45 p.m. - (WBAK) > 38 - Notre
Dame Highlights: Notre Dame vs.

Miami.

Tue.day, Oct. 31
3:30 p.m. - (WCIA) 3 - Movie to
"The Caddy. " Starring Dean Mar

tin and Jerry Le'Yis.
8 p.m. - (WCIA) 3 - Movie to be

announced.
9 p.m. - (WTWO) 2, 15 - The Big

Event: "The Reach of Love" Star
ring S�lly Struthers and Tony
Musante.

- (WTHI) 10 - Movie "The Hound
of Hell. "

10:30

p.m.

- (WAND) 17 - Movie

to be announced.
.
11:30 p�m. - )will) 12 - Monty
Python
- (WBAK) 38 - Movie to bf"
announced.

Wednesday,

Sunday, Oct. 29
12 p.m. - (WICD) 15 - NPT. Football:
llouston at Cincinnati.
(WTHI) 10 - Bowling Special.
I p.m. - (WAND) 17 - College
Football 1978.
(WCIA) 3 - NFL Football:

-

�

p.m. - (WTHI) 10

1:30

drama.

\

-

3130

p.m.

1

Monday Qct. 30

Saturday Oct. 28

·

......... ....

Friday, Oct. 2 7 , 1 978

Football :

p.m.

Nuv.

i

- (WCIA) 3 - Movie
"The Money From Home" Starring
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

3:30

8

p.m.

"Gator"

-

(WCIA)

3 - Movie

- (WCID) 15 - Movie "Return to

Macon County" Starring Nick Nolte
9 p.m. - (WTHO) 2 - Movie
"Return to Macon County. "

-(WTHD 10 Movie ·"Gator"

TONIGHT AT 10 O 'CLOCK
CHANNEL 1 Options in Education reflects the vibrant,
ever-changing nature of learning itself
as it travels wherever there are people
concerned about and involved with edu
cati(;n . . Focusing on· a single issue ..each
week, the program listens to parents,
researchers, concerned citizens . . . people
whose emotions, opinions, and experi
ences provide a refreshingly different
insight into how and what we learn.
Always provocative, Option:; in Education leaves few questions unasked· as it
seeks out stimulating new perspectives
on controversial topics like violence in the
schools and sex education. . From gifted
children to the foreign language debate,
issues are examined against a background
of irlformative, in-depth research while

·

controversy and fact are tempered by a
sensitive, !)e1ceptive awareness of the
people involved.

WILL-AM/580

1 :00 p.m. Sundays

_

- - - � --------- -----

! plan to listen to Options in Education.
Please send me the latest information
about upcoming programs and topics.
1 am a:DParent

1 228 Gregory Hall

Name·
Address
City

OEducator

OStudent

State ----
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I
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Friday ,

.

Oct. 27, 1978
.

.
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On the

.

lfil@rr@u � �lfil@ �@�@��
S pace I if e h_e re we co m e
CH lCAGO (AP)-lt's time to begin learning how to live in outer space by
.:reating tiny model communities in remote corners of the earth, an an

thn.'pologist suggests.
lf humans are to reside in space by the year 2000 , as some futurists predict,
then preparations for the human-not just the technological-aspects must be
maJe, Sol Tax said in a telephone interview.
. . The people who are making the plans are not the ones who should be riving
there," said Tax, emeritus professor of anthropology at the University of
Chil:ago and director of the Smithsonian Institution's Center for the Study of
Man.
So far, he said, plans take for granted that engineers are going to have first
choice of Living there.
Tax proposes establishing model colonies, with residents from many cultures,
in remote parts of the earth-such as the Caucasus, Outer Mongolia, Peru,
areas of the U nited States and Canada-where living patterns can be workec
out in preparation for the time when space will be inhabited.
•·This is how human societies have developed over hundreds of thousands of
years, " he said. "It is necessary-not just d�sirable or wise, but necessary-to
permit this to happen in order for the colony to 'work ' . "
·

_·

Stroll, who grew up in the computer and data processing industrJ
California, says the pinball industry is very competitive.
A premium is placed on any. innovation because the life of games is s
Williams will make four or five different models this year and each will
about three months, he said.
. An operator who buys a machine and places it usually splits the income
the location owner. The operator is looking for hot games and keeps moviJll
machines. The newest enter the best location, replacing machines that go to
next best location and so on.
.
At the last site, machines are removed from commercial locations and
generally sold to individuals for use in homes.
Stroll said the recipe for successful pinball machines includes the soundl
makes and the design on the back and on the playfield.

•

·

'

I

Pi n ba l l tu rns to ·so l i d sta te·
CHICAGO (AP) - Michael Stroll talks like a: kid on his first trip through a
.
fun housc.
. .
Stroll, president of Williams Electronics, the No. 3 maker of pinball
machines, said solid state technology has opened new vistas for manufacturen
and players.
"With solid state, there are 65,000 things you can do. We don't know yet
about the other 64,950," he said. "I don't know where the industry is going, but
I wanna be there."
Chicago is the nation's capital for pinball machine manufacturing. Bally
Manufacturing Co., which was the first to switch from the electro-mechanical
to the space age technology, is No. 1 and D. Gottlieb & Co. is second.
. Williams, a subsidiary of XCOR International - formerly Seeburg Corp. - ·is
on its way back, however, Stroll said.
·

.
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·
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HOLLYWOOD (AP) - NBC inaugurate! its "NBC Theater'' with a
story about an encounter between a teen-age Jewish girl searching for fri
and an escaped German prisoner of war.
.
.
"Summer of My German Soldier," which airs Monday, is an auspic:iom
for this new 'cries.
Kristy McNichol stars as Patty Bergen, whose rejection by her father lellll
to hide the escaped soldier, Bruce Davison. She finds in him a friendlbll.i
understanding that she did not have at home.
The story is set in World War II in a small Southern town, where the
tenuous existence as the only Jewish family is put in jeopardy by
posure.
The film is marked by strong
rmances throughout; Miss McNi
the troubled girl, Davison as a soldier whose gentlenC$5 runs counter to
sterotype, Michael Constantine at the stern and unforgiving father, Esther
as the black maid who stands by Patty, and Barbara Barrie as Patty's
willed mother.
"I've played a lot of Jewish roles, but this is the first unsympathetiU•
ever played," Constantine said. "I'm mean to her and she's suc h a
child. I've already warned my own kids - everybody is going to hate •
when they see this, so just remember I was only acting."

FR I DAY NI GHT BU FF

Attitude
R e adjustment
Perio d

3:00 - 7_: 0Q

' G erm o n So l d i er' to a i r

spagh �tti
lasagn a
ma n ic otfa.
a_n tipasto

vea l parme
a lso: Roast
I ca rved to orde rl

ga rlic bread, vegeta
Minestrone So up
·

•

Adults $3.9!i
Children $1.75

c.ssortment
of Italian salads

Aq Re gu l a r M i x e d D rfn ks - 65¢
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